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Positively charged amino acid residues are well recognized topology determinants of membrane proteins. They contribute
to the stop-translocation of a polypeptide translocating through the translocon and to determine the orientation of signal
sequences penetrating the membrane. Here we analyzed the function of these positively charged residues during
stop-translocation in vitro. Surprisingly, the positive charges facilitated membrane spanning of a marginally hydrophobic
segment, even when separated from the hydrophobic segment by 70 residues. In this case, the hydrophobic segment was
exposed to the lumen, and then the downstream positive charges triggered the segment to slide back into the membrane.
The marginally hydrophobic segment spanned the membrane, but maintained access to the water environment. The
positive charges not only fix the hydrophobic segment in the membrane at its flanking position, but also have a much
more dynamic action than previously realized.

INTRODUCTION

Many membrane proteins in the secretory pathway are syn-
thesized by membrane-bound ribosomes and are cotransla-
tionally integrated into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
membrane. ER targeting and membrane insertion of
polypeptide chains are triggered by signal sequences con-
sisting mainly of a hydrophobic sequence (H-segment).
Membrane translocation of hydrophilic lumenal domains
and membrane integration of transmembrane (TM) seg-
ments are mediated by a protein-conducting channel called
the translocon. The main part of the translocon comprises a
SecY complex in bacteria and a Sec61 complex in eukaryotes
(Rapoport, 2007). The x-ray structures of the archaeal and
bacterial SecY complex suggest that the translocation pore is
surrounded by 10 TM helices of the SecY molecule (Van den
Berg et al., 2004; Tsukazaki et al., 2008) and provides an
aqueous environment through which a variety of hydro-
philic polypeptides can be translocated. The pore appears to

open laterally to allow hydrophobic TM segments to exit
into the membrane lipid environment (Rapoport, 2007).

At the initial stage of cotranslational translocation and
membrane integration, the signal sequence in a nascent
polypeptide chain emerging from the ribosome is recog-
nized by the signal recognition particle, which arrests
polypeptide chain elongation. The ribosome-nascent chain
complex is targeted to the translocon, where the signal se-
quence is released from the particle by its receptor (Cross et
al., 2009). The signal sequence is then recognized by the
translocon (Plath et al., 1998), the ribosome docks to the
translocon, and either the N-terminal or C-terminal side of
the signal sequence is translocated through the translocon
pore. At this stage, positive charges tend to resist transloca-
tion. When the N-terminus is translocated, type I signal-
anchor topology is achieved (Kida et al., 2000, 2005). When
the C-terminal portion is translocated, the polypeptide
chain, elongating from the ribosome, directly translocates
through the translocon tunnel. The signal sequence not only
triggers the translocation but also provides a significant
translocation motive force that depends on the amino acid
sequence (Kida et al., 2009). The geometry around the func-
tioning translocon has been roughly estimated using an in
vitro system; 30–40 residues of the nascent chain are in-
cluded in the ribosome tunnel, 10 residues in an extended
conformation span the translocon, and 15 residues of the
nascent chain between an oligosaccharyl transferase (OSTase)
active site and the membrane (Whitley et al., 1996).

Positive charges have a critical function in determining
the orientation of the signal sequence; the more positive side
of the H-segment of the signal sequence tends to be retained
on the cytoplasmic side, and the other side is translocated
though the translocon (High and Dobberstein, 1992; Kida et
al., 2006). For example, in the case of a type I signal-anchor
sequence, which mediates the translocation of its upstream
portion, inserting positive charges into the N-terminal flank-
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ing portion and/or deleting positive charges from the C-
terminal region causes inversion of the orientation (from
N-lumen/C-cytosol to N-cytosol/C-lumen; Sakaguchi, 1997;
Goder and Spiess, 2001). In the case of the type I signal-
anchor sequence of synaptotagmin II, the downstream pos-
itive charges affect the orientation, even when they are sep-
arated from the H-segment by 25 residues (Kida et al., 2006).

After the signal sequences trigger translocation of the
C-terminal portions (start-translocation), the nascent chain
emerging from the ribosome directly enters the translocon.
The ongoing polypeptide chain movement through the
translocon is then interrupted by a certain segment within
the nascent polypeptide (stop-translocation; Yost et al.,
1983). The stop-translocation is a critical process for the
biogenesis of TM segments of integral membrane proteins.
Many TM segments of membrane proteins possess the stop-
translocation function (e.g., Ota et al., 1998; Sato et al., 2002).
The hydrophobicity of the polypeptide chain is a major
determinant of stop-translocation, and the downstream
flanking positive charges enhance stop-translocation (Kuroiwa
et al., 1990, 1991). Only nine Leu residues are needed to
mediate stop-translocation in the ER translocon, whereas
more than 19 Ala residues are required to induce a similar
extent of stop-translocation (Kuroiwa et al., 1991). A short
hydrophobic segment consisting of fewer than 10 Leu resi-
dues followed by positive charges can adopt a TM topology,
although the TM length does not adopt the width of the lipid
bilayer (Jaud et al., 2009). Recent systematic analyses pro-
vided a quantitative biological scale of hydrophobicity for
membrane insertion of polypeptide chains through the
translocon (Hessa et al., 2005, 2007). Simple partitioning of
the H-segment of the polypeptide chain into the lipid hy-
drophobic core appears to determine its membrane inser-
tion. The contribution of positive charges to membrane in-
sertion of the polypeptide chain has also been quantitatively
confirmed (Lerch-Bader et al., 2008). Furthermore, the posi-
tively charged residues that are 13-residues downstream
from the H-segment contribute to the stop-translocation
(Lerch-Bader et al., 2008). The functions of the positively
charged residues, determination of signal sequence orienta-
tion and enhancement of stop-translocation, have been re-
flected by a statistical rule of membrane topology, i.e., the
positive-inside rule of membrane proteins (von Heijne and
Gavel, 1988; Sipos and von Heijne, 1993).

In the present study, we systematically evaluated the
function of positive charges during the stop-translocation
process. Marginal H-segment, which are normally translo-
cated through the membrane, can become TM segment
when downstream positive-charge cluster present at dis-
tance of up to 70 residues away. During this process, the
marginal H-segment is exposed to the ER lumen, but it is
eventually retracted to span the membrane. The positive
charges cause the H-segment that was translocated into the
lumen to slide back into the membrane. Furthermore, such a
marginal H-segment spanning the membrane remained in
an aqueous environment, suggesting that membrane inser-
tion is not always required for the stop-translocation event.
We propose a dynamic process induced by positive charges
during membrane integration and folding of membrane pro-
teins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Rough microsomal membrane (RM; Walter and Blobel, 1983) and rabbit
reticulocyte lysate (Jackson and Hunt, 1983) were prepared as previously
described. RM was treated with EDTA and then with Staphylococcus aureus

nuclease as previously described (Walter and Blobel, 1983). Castanospermine
(Merck, Tokyo, Japan), the glycosylation acceptor peptide (AP; N-benzoyl-
Asn-Leu-Thr-N-methylamide; Quality Controlled Biochemicals, Hopkinton,
MA), proteinase K (ProK; Merck), DNA manipulating enzymes (Takara and
Toyobo, Tokyo, Japan), (methyl-PEG12)3-PEG4-maleimide (PEGmal; Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA), and N-ethylmaleimide (NEM; Wako, Tokyo, Japan)
were obtained from the indicated sources.

Construction of Model Proteins
In the following DNA construction procedure, DNA fragments obtained by
PCR using primers including the appropriate restriction enzyme site (indi-
cated in parentheses) were subcloned into plasmid vectors that had been
digested with the restriction enzymes. At each junction, the six bases of the
restriction enzyme site were designed to encode two codons. Point mutations
were introduced using the method of Kunkel (1985) or the QuikChange
procedure (Stratagene, La Jolla CA). All the constructed DNAs were con-
firmed by DNA sequencing.

Rat serum albumin (RSA) was used as the base for construction (see Figure
1). For reference, the residue numbers of RSA in the database (National Center
for Biotechnology Information, NP_599153) are indicated in the figures. The
cDNA fragment encoding M1-H319 of RSA (including the Kozak sequence at
the 5�-end region and the DNA sequence encoding the Val-stop codon at the
3�-end; XbaI/ApaI) was subcloned into a pRcCMV vector (Invitrogen, Tokyo,
Japan, ver. 1.0; XbaI/ApaI). Restriction enzyme sites of NheI and Aor51HI,
which encode AS and SA, and the DD-segment were created between V166

and F173 of RSA (Figure 1A). There was no spacer between the two enzyme
sites. Synthetic DNA fragments encoding the repeating LA sequences were
inserted between these enzyme sites. Glycosylation sites (N67 and N259) were
generated at V67 and A259 of RSA by changing V67Q68E69 to NST and
A259T260D261 to NST, respectively. Those were 102 residues upstream (�102)
and 91 residues downstream (�91) of the LA-segment. The DD segment was
exchanged with the KK segment (Figure 1C). Various numbers of positive
charges were introduced after the DD segment (Figure 1D). For the 6K-
scanning constructs (see Figure 2), the 6K-cluster was inserted into various
positions. The distance of the 6K-cluster from the LA-segment is indicated in
the parentheses of the cluster name. For standard polypeptides (Figure 2), the
termination codons were created at L178, E183, and V188 within the LA8-0K
and LA8-6K(10) model proteins. For Cys-scanning constructs (see Figure 3),
all of the 19 Cys codons within M1-H319 of RSA were exchanged with Ala
codons by the Kunkel method, where at most six primers were included in a
single reaction. The upstream glycosylation site (N67), LA-segment, and 6K-
cluster were included, and a single Cys codon was created by a point muta-
tion. For glycosylation site–scanning constructs (see Figure 4), a single glyco-
sylation site was created at the indicated position by an amino acid exchange
(H164EV to NST, S169ADD to NSTA, L179YY to NST, N186EV to NST, and
ES197DK to TNST). The LA8-segment and 6K-cluster were introduced as
indicated in the figure. For LAC-segment constructs (see Figure 5), using the
Cys-less construct in Figure 3, the indicated LAC-segment, the glycosylation
site, and the 6K-cluster were included at the indicated positions. For expres-
sion in COS7 cells (see Figure 6), a DNA fragment encoding the model
proteins (XbaI/XbaI) was ligated with a pRcCMV-HA expression vector
(Kanki et al., 2002), where the HA.11 epitope-tag was C-terminally fused.

Cell-Free Transcription and Translation
Cell-free transcription and translation were performed essentially as previ-
ously described (Sakaguchi et al., 1992), except that translation reactions with
RM contained 20 �g/ml castanospermine to prevent heterogeneity of the
products due to trimming of the sugar chain. Plasmid DNA was linearized
with XhoI and then transcribed with T7-RNA polymerase. The RNA was
translated in the reticulocyte lysate cell-free system for 1 h at 30°C in either the
absence or presence of RM. The translation reaction included 110 mM potas-
sium acetate (KOAc), 0.8 mM magnesium acetate (Mg[OAc]2), 32% reticulo-
cyte lysate, 20 �g/ml castanospermine, and 15.5 kBq/�l [35S]EXPRESS pro-
tein-labeling mix (Perkin Elmer-Cetus, Norwalk, CT). Where indicated, the
AP (80 �g/ml) dissolved in DMSO was included. After the translation reac-
tion, aliquots were treated with 200 �g/ml ProK for 1 h on ice. Radiolabeled
polypeptide chains were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, visualized with imaging
analyzer (BAS1800; Fuji Film, Tokyo, Japan), and quantified using Image
Gauge software (Fuji Film). Stop-translocation percentage was estimated as
the ratio of the monoglycosylated product among the monoglycosylated and
diglycosylated products. In the cases of models with short H-segment, trace
amount of monoglycosylated form was ProK-resistant due to glycosylation
efficiency. The extent (p) of ProK- resistance among the monoglycosylated one
was quantified and (1 � p) value was used to correct the stop-translocation
extent.

NEM and PEGmal Reaction Experiments
The translation reaction was performed in the presence of RM for 1 h at 30°C
and was terminated with 2 mM cycloheximide. For a direct PEGmal reaction,
1 �l of 100 mM PEGmal dissolved in DMSO was added to the translation
mixture (9 �l) to the final concentration of 10 mM PEGmal and incubated at
30°C for 60 min. Then, 20 �l SDS-PAGE sample buffer containing 100 mM
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DTT was added and incubated for 10 min at 30°C to quench the reaction.
After incubation for 5 min at 95°C, the sample was subjected to SDS-PAGE.
For sequential reactions with NEM and PEGmal, 0.6 �l of either NEM (100
mM), which was freshly dissolved in 10 mM Tris/Cl (pH 8.0) immediately
before use, or the buffer only was added to the translation reaction mixture (9
�l) to 6 mM NEM. After incubation for 60 min at 15°C, the reaction was
quenched with 30 mM DTT for 10 min at 15°C. Then, 500 �l of dilution buffer
(30 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM KOAc, and 2 mM Mg[OAc]2) was added to
the mixture, and the mixture was centrifuged for 5 min at 104,000 � gav
(S100AT4 rotor, 50,000 rpm; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) at 4°C. The obtained
membrane precipitates were dissolved in 9 �l of SDS-reducing buffer (50 mM
Tris/Cl, pH 8.5, 2% SDS, 2 mM Tris[2-carboxyethyl]phosphine hydrochlo-
ride), and heated at 95°C for 5 min. Then, 1.0 �l of PEGmal solution (dissolved
in DMSO at 50 mM) was added to a final concentration of 5 mM and
incubated for 60 min at 37°C. The reaction was quenched and subjected to
SDS-PAGE as described above.

Expression and Pulse Labeling in COS7 Cells
The expression plasmids were transfected into COS7 cells using FuGene 6
reagent (Roche Chemical, Indianapolis, IN). After culture for 24 h, cells were
pulse-labeled with 7.25 MBq/ml [35S]EXPRESS protein-labeling mix for 30
min in the absence or presence of the proteasome inhibitor, MG132 (Sigma-
Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan). Cells were scraped, heat-treated in 1% SDS buffer, and
disrupted by brief sonication. The model proteins were immunoprecipitated
with rabbit polyclonal anti-hemagglutinin (HA) antibodies (Covance, Rich-
mond, CA) as previously described (Kanki et al., 2002). Aliquots were treated
with endoglycosidase H (EndoH; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) to
confirm the glycosylation. The proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and
subsequent image analysis.

RESULTS

Positive Charge Mediates Stop-Translocation
For quantitative analysis of stop-translocation through the
ER translocon, we designed model proteins containing RSA
as a polypeptide backbone, various H-segments in the mid-
dle portion, and N-glycosylation sites upstream (Asn67) and
downstream (Asn259) of the H-segment (Figure 1A). Each
glycosylation site was located 102 residues upstream (�102)
and 91 residues downstream (�91) of the H-segment. The
H-segment comprised repeated Leu-Ala sequences of vari-
ous lengths. Translocation of the model is initiated by the
N-terminal signal peptide of RSA (Oda et al., 1990). If the
polypeptide was completely translocated, both potential
glycosylation sites would be glycosylated in the ER lumen
(Figure 1B). If the translocation was stopped between the
two glycosylation sites, only the upstream site would be
glycosylated. ProK treatment degrades the polypeptide
chain retained on the cytoplasmic side, but not the translo-
cated regions. When the models were expressed in a reticu-
locyte lysate cell-free system, single major bands of 32 kDa
were observed. When synthesized in the presence of RM,
larger forms of 35 and 38 kDa were observed, depending on
the length of the H-segment (Figure 1A, ‹ and F). Models
with a shorter H-segment (none, LA5, and LA8) gave mainly
the 38-kDa form and some of the 35-kDa form. Both of the
larger forms were converted to the 32-kDa form by EndoH
treatment (data not shown), indicating that the 38- and
35-kDa forms were the diglycosylated and monoglycosy-
lated forms, respectively. With a longer H-segment (LA9
and LA10), there was an increase in the monoglycosylated
form. The LA11 model gave the monoglycosylated form as
the major product. The percentage of the monoglycosylated
form among the monoglycosylated and diglycosylated
forms was used to estimate the percent stop-translocation.

When the products were treated with ProK, the diglyco-
sylated form was not degraded, whereas the monoglycosy-
lated forms were largely degraded and ProK-resistant frag-
ments with higher mobility were observed (Figure 1A,
ProK � lanes; 1). ProK-resistant bands were not observed
in the presence of the mild detergent Triton X-100 (Figure
1A, lane 20). The diglycosylated product was in the lumen

and was protected from ProK degradation by the membrane,
whereas the monoglycosylated forms left their C-terminal
halves on the cytosolic side. Relative to the monoglycosylated
form, the signals of the ProK-resistant fragments were faint
because the upstream region of the H-segment contained only
one methionine, whereas the downstream region contained
four methionines. Taking these methionine numbers into ac-
count, the yields of the ProK-resistant fragment were quanti-
tatively reasonable. The ProK-resistant fragment is a good in-
dication of the membrane topology, where the inserted
H-segment spans the membrane. Trace amounts of the mono-
glycosylated forms of the models with the shorter H-segment
were resistant to ProK, indicating that they were translocated
and became ProK-resistant, but glycosylation was not com-
plete. The ProK-resistance of the monoglycosylated form was
quantified and used to compensate the percent stop-transloca-
tion (see Materials and Methods for details).

To examine the effect of charged residues in this system,
the DD segment two residues downstream of the H-segment
was exchanged with two Lys (KK) residues (Figure 1C). The
KK residues increased the percent stop-translocation. More
ProK-resistant fragments were observed with an increase in
KK-induced stop-translocation. Various numbers of Lys res-
idues were then inserted just after the DD segment (Figure
1D). Here, the Lys-clusters were denoted according to the
residue number and position; e.g., 2K(4), where 2K indicates
2 Lys residues and (4) indicates 4 residues downstream of
the H-segment. Stop-translocation clearly increased depend-
ing on the number of inserted Lys residues.

Neither the 6K(4)-cluster nor the LA8-segment alone had
remarkable stop-translocation activity (Figure 1E, lanes 5
and 8). When the two were combined, however, there was
remarkable stop-translocation activity (Figure 1E, lane 11),
indicating that the H-segment and 6K-cluster cooperated to
induce efficient stop-translocation. The LA11-segment by
itself showed high percent stop-translocation, and adding
the 6K(4)-cluster further increased stop-translocation. The
ProK-resistant fragments generated from the LA8-6K(4) and
LA11 models had similar mobilities, indicating that these
models similarly spanned the membrane at the H-segment.

Long-Range Effect of the 6K-Cluster
To examine the effect of the distance between the H-segment
and the 6K-cluster, the cluster was scanned at 10-residue
intervals (Figure 2A). Surprisingly, all of the downstream
6K-clusters induced stop-translocation (Figure 2B). All of the
monoglycosylated forms were sensitive to ProK, whereas
the diglycosylated forms were fully resistant. All of the
models, except LA8-6K(80), generated ProK-resistant frag-
ments of �20 kDa, which was also observed with the LA11–
6K(4) model, indicating that the LA8-segments of those
models spanned the membrane as the LA11-segment. The
model with the 6K(10)-cluster gave larger ProK-resistant
fragment than that with the 6K(20)-cluster, suggesting that
the ProK cleaved between L178 and V188. Comparison with
standard polypeptides allowed us to estimate the ProK-
cleavage site (Figure 2C). The ProK-resistant fragment of the
LA8-6K(20) model protein was slightly larger than that of
the LA8-0K model protein cleaved at L178 and smaller than
that cleaved at E183. The ProK-resistant fragment of the
LA8-6K(10) model protein was slightly smaller than that of
the LA8-6K(10) model cleaved at E183. The 6K-cluster was
included in the ProK-resistant fragment of the 6K(10) model,
but not in that of the 6K(20) model (Figure 2E). Thus, in all
cases except the LA8-8K(80) model, ProK cleaved the model
polypeptide around L179-E183, irrespective of the 6K-cluster
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position. The same experiments were performed with an
Arg-cluster and essentially the same results were obtained;

the Arg-cluster 60 residues downstream of the LA8-segment
induced membrane spanning of the LA8-segment (data not
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Figure 1. Positive charges and marginal H-segment cooperate in stop-translocation process. (A and B) Assay for stop-translocation.
RSA-based model proteins included a signal peptide (S) at the N-terminus, artificial H-segments consisting of an Leu/Ala repeat sequence
in the middle portion (open rectangle), and potential glycosylation sites at N67 and N259 (E). The H-segments were followed by the
DD-segment. The model proteins were translated in a cell-free system in the absence or presence of RM. If the product is fully translocated
through the membrane, both sites are glycosylated. If the product is stop-translocated at the middle portion, only the upstream site (N67) is
glycosylated, and the downstream is left on the cytoplasmic side. Stop-translocation efficiency was estimated with percent (%) of monogly-
cosylated product among the monoglycosylated and diglycosylated products. Aliquot of the translation product was treated with ProK,
which digests the polypeptide on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. Where indicated, ProK-treatment was performed in the presence
of Triton X-100 (Tx100) detergent. 1, the ProK-resistant fragment. Diglycosylated (F) and monoglycosylated (‹) forms are indicated. The
superscripted numbers indicate the residue numbers of the original RSA polypeptide. Stop-translocation clearly depended on the LA-
segment length. (C) Positive charges enhanced the stop-translocation. The DD-segment was replaced with two Lys (KK) and the model
proteins were subjected to a stop-translocation assay. Monoglycosylated products (‹) and ProK-resistant fragment (1) are indicated. (D) The
positive charges caused stop-translocation depending on their numbers. Various numbers of Lys residues were introduced after the
DD-segment. The Lys-clusters are named according to the residue-numbers, and their positions (indicated in parentheses). (E) Cooperation
between the marginal H-segment and the 6K-cluster mediated the stop-translocation. The 6K-cluster and/or the H-segment were included
in the model proteins as indicated. The 6K-cluster alone does not cause stop-translocation.
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shown). On the other hand, the model protein with the
6K(80)-cluster, in which the 6K-cluster was separated by 80
residues from the LA8-segment, gave a larger ProK-resistant
fragment of 28 kDa. It is highly likely that the polypeptide
chain spanned the membrane because of a segment down-
stream of the LA8-segment (Figure 2E). In contrast to the
downstream 6K-clusters, the 6K-cluster inserted upstream
of the H-segment (6K[-5] and 6K[-10]) caused little or a
much smaller increase in the percent stop-translocation (Fig-
ure 2D). These findings indicate that the 6K-clusters within
the 70 residues downstream of the LA8-segment caused the
LA8-segment to span the membrane (Figure 2E).

LA8-Segment Spans the Membrane
To assess the TM topology of the LA8-segment using differ-
ent criteria, we performed a chemical modification experi-
ment in which the SH-group of the Cys residue was modi-

fied with a membrane-impermeable SH-reagent, PEGmal.
For this purpose, all Cys residues in the model protein were
mutated to Ala to make a Cys-less model polypeptide; a
single Cys residue was then created downstream of the
LA8-segment by point mutation and the 6K-cluster was
inserted (Figure 3A). To easily identify the PEG-modified
form, the second glycosylation site was not included. These
Cys-mutations had no effect on the stop-translocation behav-
ior (data not shown). When the LA8-0K series was translated
in the absence of RM, PEGmal treatment caused the prod-
ucts to shift up by 2 kDa (Figure 3B, LA8-0K w/o RM),
indicating that the introduced Cys residues could efficiently
react with PEGmal. In the presence of RM, the LA8-0K series
models showed low reactivity (Figure 3B, LA8-0K), consis-
tent with the fact that the majority of synthesized polypep-
tides were sequestered in the ER lumen. The models with
the LA11-segment, which had efficient stop-translocation

Figure 2. Distal 6K-cluster induces membrane spanning of the LA8-segment. (A) To examine whether distal downstream 6K-cluster induces
stop-translocation, the LA8-segment (rectangle), the 6K-cluster, and glycosylation site were included at the indicated positions of the model
proteins. Distances of the 6K-cluster from the LA8-segment are indicated in parentheses. Where indicated, the LA11-segment was included as the
H-segment. To generate mobility standards, the termination codon was introduced at the indicated positions (2). (B) The distal downstream
6K-clusters cause membrane spanning of the LA8-segment. The model proteins were translated in the presence of RM. Aliquots were subjected to
ProK treatment. The ProK-resistant fragments (1) and the monoglycosylated products (‹) are indicated. The experiments were repeated more than
three times with each model, and the mean stop-translocation efficiency was calculated and indicated with the SD (bottom panel). (C) Comparison
of ProK-resistant fragments with standard polypeptides. Length standards of the LA8-0K and LA8-6K(10) models were translated in the presence
of RM. The ProK-resistant fragments were truncated around L179 and E183 and included the 6K(10)-cluster but not the 6K(20)-cluster. (D) Effect of
6K-cluster upstream of the LA8-segment. (E) The downstream 6K-cluster at distance up to 70 residues away can induce membrane spanning of the
LA8-segment. ProK degrades only the cytoplasmic segment of a stop-translocated polypeptide. In all cases except the model with 6K(80), the
products spanned the membrane by the LA8-segment. Glycosylated potential site (E) and nonglycosylated potential site (shaded dots) are
indicated. The model with LA8-6K(80) spanned the membrane via more downstream portion.
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activity, had remarkable reactivity with PEGmal, depending
on the Cys position. Because the LA11-segment spanned the
membrane, the PEGmal reactivity profile was used as a
reference for an authentic TM segment. The PEGmal reac-
tivity of the LA8-6K(40) and LA8-6K(50) models were posi-
tion-dependent, similar to that of the LA11 model, indicat-
ing that the LA8-segment spanned the membrane in the
presence of the downstream 6K-cluster in a manner similar
to that of the LA11-segment (Figure 3C).

LA8-Segment Is Temporarily Exposed to the Lumen
The ribosome tunnel includes a nascent polypeptide chain of
at most 40 amino acid residues (Matlack and Walter, 1995).
The 6K-clusters more than 40 residues downstream of the
LA8-segment are not yet synthesized when the LA8-seg-
ment reaches the translocon pore (Figure 4B). When the
6K-cluster reaches the translocon, the LA8-segment can be
exposed to the lumen. We next examined whether the LA8-
segment is released into the ER lumen during the positive
charge–mediated stop-translocation process (Figure 4). A
single glycosylation site was created around the LA8-seg-
ment (Figure 4, A and B). The full-length models were
expressed in the presence of RM. In the case of the LA8-
6K(30) model, position (�5) was highly glycosylated (Figure
4C, ‹), whereas position (�1) was only slightly glycosylated
(Figure 4C, E). Based on a previous report that a potential
glycosylation site separated by 15 residues from the mem-

brane is accessible to OSTase (Nilsson and von Heijne, 1993;
Popov et al., 1997), glycosylation of position (�5) indicated
full exposure of the LA8-segment to the lumen. Position
(�1) of the LA8-6K(40) model was highly glycosylated. Po-
sition (�11) and position (�18) of the LA8-6K(50) model
were accessible to OSTase, whereas the position (�28) gly-
cosylation level was low. Furthermore, when the 6K-cluster
was further shifted downstream by 10 residues, even posi-
tion (�28) became glycosylated, as observed with the LA8-
6K(60) model. These results indicate that the LA8-segment
and its downstream sequence were exposed to the lumen
and accessible to OSTase (Figure 4B, bottom panel). The
extent of the exposure depended on the position of the
6K-cluster.

Unexpectedly, the products glycosylated at flanking or
downstream potential sites were fully ProK-resistant in this
assay (Figure 4C, ‹), indicating that they were fully trans-
located into the lumen even in the presence of both the
LA8-segment and the 6K-cluster. In contrast, the products
glycosylated at position (�102) were ProK-sensitive (Figures
2B and 4D, lanes 1 and 2, ‹). It is highly possible that the
sugar chain flanking or downstream of the LA8-segment
prevented the LA8-segment from sliding back into the mem-
brane, whereas that in the distal upstream position did not.
To examine the contribution of the sugar chain, translation
was performed in the presence of AP, which inhibits glyco-
sylation by OSTase (Geetha-Habib et al., 1990; Figure 4D).
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Glycosylation of the LA8-6K(50) model with the potential
sites (�102/�91) was largely suppressed (Figure 4D, lanes 3
and 4, E). The product was largely ProK-sensitive and a

nonglycosylated ProK-resistant fragment was observed
(lane 4, 1). The stop-translocation behavior of this model
was not affected by AP. Similarly, the model with the po-
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tential site at position (�18) was largely degraded by ProK
in the presence of AP, and the ProK-resistant fragment was
not glycosylated (Figure 4D, lanes 7 and 8), although it was
efficiently glycosylated and entirely resistant to ProK in the
absence of AP (Figure 4D, lanes 5 and 6). The full translo-
cation of this model was strongly inhibited by AP and the
product spanned the membrane. We thus concluded that
the sugar chain at position (�18) induced full translocation.
The model with potential site (�28) was glycosylated as
much as the model with potential sites (�102/�91) was
diglycosylated, indicating that the models were stop-trans-
located to a similar extent. The sugar chain at position (�18)
promoted translocation of the polypeptide chain, whereas
the sugar chain at position (�102) did not. The sugar chain
at position (�18) prevented the LA8-segment from sliding
back into the membrane and mediated the forward move-
ment in a position-dependent manner (Figure 4E). These
results suggested that sugar chains at specific positions can
modulate the membrane topology.

LA8-Segment Spans Membrane But Remains in an
Aqueous Environment
The LA8-segment spanned the membrane depending on the
downstream positive charges. We next examined whether
the LA8-segment existed in the hydrophobic environment of
the membrane or in the water accessible environment. We
utilized the chemical reaction of the SH-group with male-
imide whose reactivity depends on the water environment
(Koide et al., 2007). Using the Cys-less model protein, a
single Cys residue was created in the H-segment, the second
glycosylation site was silenced, and the 6K-cluster was in-
serted as indicated (Figure 5A). After translation in the
presence of RM, the product was treated with the SH-re-
agent NEM, which is membrane permeable and does not
react with the SH-group in a lipid environment. After the
NEM reaction, membranes were solubilized with SDS and
then the residual SH-group was reacted with PEGmal. In
this sequential treatment, only the SH-group in the mem-
brane lipid reacted with the second PEGmal reagent. In the
absence of the first NEM reaction, all the models efficiently
reacted with PEGmal and their molecular weight increased
by 2 kDa (Figure 5A, 2). The PEGmal reactivity of the
LAC5- and LAC8-models was greatly reduced by the pre-
ceding NEM treatment (Figure 5, A and C, NEM � lanes),
indicating that the LAC5- and LAC8-segments were in a
water-accessible environment. On the other hand, the PEG-
mal reactivity of the LAC11-model was little affected by the
preceding NEM treatment, indicating that the SH-group of
the LAC11-segment was in a lipid environment.

The contribution of the LAC-segments to stop-transloca-
tion was examined using models with two glycosylation
sites (Figure 5B). The LAC5-model was efficiently diglyco-
sylated. Percent stop-translocation was low but was signif-
icantly increased by the 6K-cluster (Figure 5, B and C). The
diglycosylated forms were resistant to ProK and no ProK-
resistant smaller fragments were observed. The LAC5-seg-
ment was translocated into the lumen and reactive with
NEM and thus showed low reactivity with PEGmal. On the
other hand, the stop-translocation of the model protein with
the LAC8 segment was greatly enhanced by the 6K(10)- and
6K(40)-clusters (Figure 5, B and C), and the ProK-resistant
fragment was significantly visible only in the presence of the
6K-cluster. We concluded that the LAC8-segment spanned
the membrane but remained in the water-accessible environ-
ment. In contrast, the LAC11 segment stopped translocation
by itself, irrespective of the 6K-cluster (Figure 5, B and C).
The Cys in the LAC11 segment showed high reactivity with

PEGmal despite the preceding NEM treatment, indicating
that it was integrated in a fully hydrophobic environment.

Function of LA8 and 6K Segments In Vivo
To examine behavior of the model proteins in vivo, the
model proteins were C-terminally HA-tagged, transiently
expressed in the COS7 cells, and pulse-labeled for 30 min in
the absence or presence of a proteasome inhibitor, MG132.
The models were immunoprecipitated with anti-HA anti-
bodies (Figure 6). The LA8-0K model was little monoglyco-
sylated, but largely diglycosylated, indicating that LA8-0K
model was fully translocated into ER lumen. On the other
hand, significant amount of the monoglycosylated forms
were observed with the LA8-6K(4), LA8-6K(30), and LA8-
6K(60) model proteins in the presence of MG132 (Figure 6,
lanes 7, 11, and 15). The diglycosylated forms and monogly-
cosylated forms were confirmed by EndoH treatment. The
LA11-segment induced 50% stop-translocation in vivo, sug-
gesting that the behaviors of the H-segment somewhat differ
in vitro and in vivo; the LA11-segment is more easily trans-
located through translocon in the cells than in vitro. Even
though the monoglycosylated forms of the LA8-6K model
proteins, which are retained in the water environment of
translocon, should be extremely unstable, the significant
accumulation of the monoglycosylated forms were ob-
served. These results demonstrated that the sequence ele-
ments, the LA8-segment and the 6K-cluster at distal down-
stream positions, can cooperate and induce the membrane
spanning of the product in vivo.

DISCUSSION

Positively charged amino acid residues have long been rec-
ognized as topology determinants of membrane proteins.
Here we demonstrated that these residues have more dy-
namic actions during stop-translocation of nascent polypep-
tide chains than previously recognized. The residues medi-
ate membrane spanning of a marginal H-segment, not only
at its downstream flanking region but also at distal down-
stream positions. In the latter case, the marginal H-segment
is exposed to the lumen, and the positive charges allow the
segment to slide back to the membrane. From more than 60
residues downstream, the cluster of positive charges induces
the TM topology of the marginal H-segment (LA8-segment),
as observed with the LA8-6K(60) model protein (Figure 7).
This unexpected stop-translocation process includes the fol-
lowing dynamic events. At most, 40 residues of the nascent
polypeptide chain fit inside the ribosome tunnel. When the
LA8-segment enters the translocon during the ongoing co-
translational translocation, the 6K-cluster is not yet synthe-
sized (A). A polypeptide chain of 10 residues in an expanded
conformation as well as a polypeptide chain of 20 residues in
an �-helical conformation spans the membrane (Mingarro et
al., 2000). When the 6K-cluster is synthesized in the ribo-
some, the LA8-segment can pass through the translocon into
the lumen (B1) or remains in the translocon (B2). Then, the
polypeptide chain elongates and the position (�28) glyco-
sylation site, which is 28 residues downstream of the LA8-
segment, is accessible to OSTase (C1). Although the LA8-
segment might decrease the translocation rate and remain at
the translocon (C2), it is not statically retained in the mem-
brane, but is exposed to the lumen for a significant period of
time (C1). For access to OSTase, the potential site should be
at least 15 residues away from the membrane (Nilsson and
von Heijne, 1993; Popov et al., 1997). Thus, more than 42
residues after the LA8-segment should be exposed to the
lumen, although the conformational details are unknown.
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At this stage, the 6K-cluster should be near the ribosome exit
or the translocon entrance. Despite such a large exposure,
the LA8-segment eventually spans the membrane (D).

Positive charges enhance the stop-translocation of the
polypeptide chain translocating through the translocon as
well as determine the orientation of the signal sequences
being inserted into the translocon. These topogenic func-
tions are reflected by the positive-inside rule (von Heijne
and Gavel, 1988; Sipos and von Heijne, 1993), and have been
demonstrated in numerous experiments (e.g., Kuroiwa et al.,
1991; Kida et al., 2006; Lerch-Bader et al., 2008). These func-
tions can be simply explained by their inhibitory effect on
polypeptide chain movement through the translocon. Our

finding indicates that the resistance not only fixes the cyto-
plasmic portion of the TM segment on the membrane, but
also allows the polypeptide chain to slide back to the trans-
locon from the lumen. The geometry of the H-segment and
positive charges on the membrane leads us to propose se-
quential actions of the stop-translocation effectors, the H-
segment and the positive charges. Initial insertion of the
polypeptide chain into the translocon is driven by the mo-
tive force of the signal sequence (Kida et al., 2009). After the
initiation of cotranslational translocation, chain elongation
from the ribosome is probably a major motive force for the
constitutive vectorial movement of the polypeptide chain
(Figure 7A). The marginal H-segment is insufficient to inter-
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rupt the ongoing polypeptide chain movement in the pres-
ence of the elongation motive force and passes through the
translocon (B1). The extent of the exposure in the lumen
depends on the position of the positive charges (C1). When
the positive charges reach the membrane, they should ten-
tatively arrest the elongation-driven movement (C1). While
the forward movement is arrested, the upstream polypep-
tide chain might be able to move back-and-forth via Brown-
ian motion (Figure 7, C1 and C2). During such dynamic
movement, the translocon pore scans the polypeptide chain
and accommodates the marginal H-segment on balance (D).
At this stage, the positive charges and the H-segment should
be simultaneously sensed by the translocon. The charges

might somehow increase the stability of the H-segment in
the translocon to cause membrane spanning of the H-seg-
ment. Alternatively, the positive charges might increase the
affinity of the translocon for the marginal H-segment. It is
likely that the positive charges exert their unique function
via electrostatic interaction with translocon subunits, rRNA,
and/or membrane lipid. In the absence of the LA8-segment,
there is no stable position of our model protein within a
certain upstream window, and thus the positive charges
would be eventually translocated by the Brownian motion of
the chain. In the case of the model with the 6K(80)-cluster, a
different segment just upstream of the 6K(80) should be
accommodated in the translocon instead of the LA8-segment
(Figure 2).

We initially hypothesized an alternative possibility that
the LA8-segment is statically retained in the translocon and
waits for the action of the subsequent positive charges. This,
however, is not the case; the LA8-segment is exposed to the
lumen for a specific period of time. Glycosylation at position
(�28) indicated that a large portion of the downstream
polypeptide chain of the LA8-segment was exposed to the
lumen. Furthermore, efficient glycosylation at positions (�5)
and (�1) indicates that the entire LA8-segment was exposed
to the lumen. Adding a sugar chain to certain positions
caused full translocation, even in the presence of the 6K-
cluster and the H-segment. A sugar chain distal upstream of
the H-segment, however, did not have such an effect. It is
highly likely that the sugar chain caused steric hindrance,
prevented the H-segment from sliding back into the trans-
locon, and blocked the cooperation between the 6K-cluster
and the LA8-segment. The sugar chain can therefore be
thought of as a position-specific ratchet.

Our systematically designed model proteins demon-
strated the unexpected effect of distal positive charges and
the long range cooperation between the H-segment and
downstream positive charges, which induce the polypeptide
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chain to slide back into the translocon from the ER lumen.
The extent of such a back sliding motion is likely dependent
on the experimental system as well as various conditions;
e.g., chaperone activity, translocation rate, and folding effi-
ciency. When the same constructs were examined in cul-
tured cells, the 6K-cluster 4, 30, and 60 residues downstream
of the LA8-segment caused significant stop-translocation,
although to a lesser extent than in the cell-free system (Fig-
ure 6). The stop-translocation efficiency of the LA11-segment
in cultured cells was also lower than that in the cell-free
system. The long-range cooperation is likely to be operative
to varying degrees in vivo and in vitro. Anyway, our finding
implies that the translocon can sense structural information
in a translocating polypeptide chain spreading over 60 res-
idues in vitro and in vivo. Chaperone binding and folding of
the polypeptide chain in the lumen should likely prevent the
sliding back to the membrane. The findings from the LA8-
6K(80) model protein suggest this possibility; the segment
between positions (�70) and (�80) might cause specific
folding and/or binding to a lumenal chaperone. We thus
propose that when the positive charges transiently arrest the
forward translocation, backsliding may occur up to a point
where something obstructs further movement and that this
may or may not be the marginal H-segment. If there is no
significant stable position, the polypeptide chain should
eventually be translocated into the lumen. Studies of such
backsliding determinants are in progress in our laboratory.

We observed an intermediate state of membrane insertion
in which a marginal H-segment spanned the membrane
depending on the downstream 6K-cluster but still existed in
a water accessible environment. The model with the 6K(80)-
cluster spanned the membrane via a nonhydrophobic seg-
ment upstream of the cluster. The physicochemical nature
required for stop-translocation does not seem to be identical
to that required for membrane insertion. Actually, the H-
segment alone is sufficient for stop-translocation if it is sig-
nificantly hydrophobic. The membrane partition of the
polypeptide chain is a simple determinant of membrane
insertion. A segment consisting of only 9 Leu residues
stopped ongoing translocation, whereas 18 Ala residues
were required for similar stop-translocation (Kuroiwa et al.,
1991). The hydrophobic nature reflects the biological hydro-
phobicity scale of each amino acid residue, which is esti-
mated by quantitative analysis of translocon-mediated
membrane insertion (Hessa et al., 2007). The second stop-
transfer effecter of the positive charge strongly contributes to
stop-translocation processes but contributes little to mem-
brane insertion. The stop-transfer step must then be recog-
nized as one of several sequential steps required for mem-
brane insertion. In the case of single-spanning membrane
proteins, the marginal H-segment cannot be normally in-
cluded in TM-segment because it should be retained in the
translocon and extremely unstable. Consequently, the TM
segments of native single-pass proteins are usually fairly
hydrophobic. On the other hand, in the case of multispan-
ning membrane protein biogenesis, the marginal H-segment
might be tentatively retained in the translocon or its sur-
rounding sites (Sadlish et al., 2005) and then assembled with
other hydrophobic TM segments. The assembly forms hy-
drophobic TM bundles and is laterally released into the
membrane (Skach, 2009). The large water environment of
the translocon would mediate such a dynamic assembly
(Borel and Simon, 1996; Alder and Johnson, 2004; Kida et al.,
2007). The unexpectedly flexible nature of the multimeric
translocon pores, through which two translocating polypep-
tide chains can be accommodated, may be key to the assem-
bly (Kida et al., 2007; Skach, 2007).

The findings of the present study suggest that long-range
retrograde movement induced by distal downstream posi-
tive charges should be considered during membrane protein
integration and that the presence of a sugar chain at a critical
position has drastic effects on the final membrane topology
of multispanning membrane protein. The N-terminal signal-
anchor sequence can be reoriented by its downstream TM
segment, and such reorientation is prevented by glycosyla-
tion of the segment initially exposed to the lumen (Goder et
al., 1999). Translocation intermediates of secretory proteins
whose C-terminus is retained in the ribosome can be re-
leased from the RM into the cytosol. The release is also
prevented by glycosylation in the lumen (Ooi and Weiss,
1992). A specific TM segment (TM2) of the multispanning
membrane protein, aquaporin-1, is exposed to the lumen
once and then reoriented into the membrane via protein
folding (Skach, 2009). A membrane embedded region of
Band3 protein is exposed to the lumen where it becomes
accessible to OSTase once and is then inserted into the
membrane (Kanki et al., 2002). It has also been suggested
that a nascent chain TM segment can be drawn back from
the translocon during protein synthesis (Daniel et al., 2008).
The sugar chain functions as a ratchet in the ER lumen to
retain the polypeptide segment during such dynamic move-
ment of the nascent chain. We propose that the unexpectedly
wide-range distributions and combinations of sugar chains,
positive charges, and marginal H-segments are critical struc-
tural determinants of multispanning membrane proteins.
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